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Your perfect cloud solution, from
    CONCEPT to COMPLETION
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Don’t Just Connect to the Cloud. Command it.    
Ready to rule the Project Management Cloud? All we can say is, don’t go in alone. Instead  

of overwhelming your IT department or inviting system-wide calamity, trust LOADSPRING® 

to be your virtual Sherpas—guiding you to Cloud-based nirvana.

After all, we’re the market leader in Project Management  

Cloud software solutions. It’s our job not only to give you  

secure access, but improve your project performance,  

best practices, efficiency and software ROI. We help you  

do it all—quickly, easily and on your terms.

The gateway to your personal Cloud? The  

award-winning SpringBoard™ Cloud Portal,  

invented by LOADSPRING to put you firmly in control  

of your enterprise applications, data, administration, user  

training, license control and security. And it’s all supported  

day and night for accurate data flow all the time.

At LOADSPRING, we won’t just plop you in the Cloud and  

disappear. Our experts continually guide and support  

your business and users throughout the lifespan of every  

project—even the ones that last decades at a time.

We’ve got a Cloud with your name on it 
There’s no such thing as an off-the-shelf perfect Cloud. It’s only perfect once we’ve  

made it all about you—your applications, your integration, your data recovery  

and your identity management. To facilitate all that, SpringBoard features four  

custom cloud environments, tailor-made to your specific business needs. 

	 n SpringBoard Cloud Essentials. Shared infrastructure for application  

  and data access, with industry-leading support, backup and recovery.

	 n SpringBoard Private Cloud. All of the Cloud’s most critical elements,  

  customized for a perfect fit and performance. 

	 n SpringBoard Power Cloud. It’s the performance-based Cloud designed  

  for serious high-activity projects.

	 n SpringBoard Global Cloud. All your data, synchronized in real time for  

  your worldwide teams.
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LOADSPRING does so much more than just connect you to the Cloud.  

We stick by your side to make project management faster, easier and far more productive, 

all backed up by a 90% renewal rate. Call, write or click us any time.

Advanced solutions, outrageously fast and easy
For real enterprise success, our exclusive, value-added services work hard to bring you the ultimate in user experience,  

rapid software adoption, easier acceptance and a faster return on investment.  

C&I Services (Configuration & Implementation) C&I customizes your application configurations, reporting and training. 

Our accelerated implementation process effortlessly folds complex Project Management software into your daily 

workflow. Easy, huh?

ECM (Enterprise Customer Management) We vigilantly monitor and improve your infrastructure and performance,  

while reviewing your processes, emergency response and Key Performance Indicators. Same goes for your consulting 

and training needs. If needed, we make real-time corrections and report to you every week. We even assign you a 

dedicated LOADSPRING expert to make sure you always get the most amazing support humanly possible. 

APM (Advanced Performance Management) APM team relentlessly monitors your system performance and makes smart, 

actionable recommendations so even if your project data stream rises to dizzying levels, your productivity doesn’t 

have to suffer. We assign you a dedicated team of performance specialists who evaluate and report on all aspects  

affecting performance from use of the software, internal customer process as well as critical cloud infrastructure  

to boost performance. We also provide up to 40 hours per month of process review, performance evaluation across 

2 major program sets, weekly conference calls and reports with pro-active recommendations on key performance 

indicators within the project databases. Nice, huh?

Auto Archiving Shockingly, up to two thirds of all enterprise data in the Cloud is made up of musty old projects that just 

take up space and give your system that uncomfortable bloated feeling. Our powerful Auto Archiving service keeps 

surplus data stored safely away from your active projects for better speed and responsiveness. It’s all seamless and 

automatic, so nothing can slow you down.

We do IT different. Way different.
What sets us apart in Project Management Cloud solutions? Pretty much everything. Things  

like best in class applications, easy Cloud access, administrative control, security and support.  

We go to the ends of the Earth to get you up and running faster and easier, minus the  

frustration of doing it all yourself. Here are just a few examples of what makes us so different: 

Lightning fast access—Outstanding speed combined with stunning simplicity via our  

SpringBoard™ Cloud Portal. Without it, nothing much would get done.

200+ hosted software titles—The latest apps in Project Management, scheduling,  

estimating and BIM in the Cloud. Not just hosted, but supported around the clock.

Rock solid security—Automatic, airtight protection for your whole enterprise.

Legendary support—Technical issues never sleep, so neither do we.  

LoadSpringMobile—Lets field teams add and edit activities, issues, RFIs, submittals and more,  

no matter what device happens to be in their pocket, purse or briefcase.

LOADSPRING Academy—Engaging, video-based online learning that turns your users into whiz kids.

License monitoring—Global license control and tracking through the GlobalView Reports.  


